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ABSTRACT

The johnny darter Etheostpma nigrum, Iowa darter Etheostoma

exile, river darter Percina shumardi, and logperch Percina caprodes

occur in Lake Dauph'in and its largest tributary, the Valley River.

Density and relative abundance of the four species in defined river and

onshore lake environments were determined by seining throughout most of

the ice-free period. In spring river darter and logperch moved into

the lower reaches of the river and spawned; but after the reproductive

season johnny darter were virtually the only darters remaining in the

river. That species was more abundant in non-current than in current.

In the lake unbroken sand or mud bottom (non-cover) was avoided by all

darters. Beds of aquatic vegetation were inhabited by lowa darter, with

high densities of young-of-the-year occurring in 'late summer. Rubble

beaches exposed to wave action were inhabited chiefly by river darter'.

Pebble-rubble beaches protected from wave action contained the greatest

overlap of the four species, with johnny darter and Iowa darter prominent

following the reproductive season. Preference experiments in the

laboratory confirmed the avoidance of non-cover areas in the field, but

täile¿ to demonstrate preferences for particular types of cover.

The smallest lowa dartern river darter^and logperch caught in the

lake shared a diet consisting main'ly of copepods and cladocerans'

while small johnny darter in the river ate chief'ly midge larvae.

Larger fish took a variety of benthic foods. Two or more species of

darters occurring together in the same environment at the same time

usualìy ate the same range of foods but concentrated on different items.
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Differences in environment inhabited and food eaten indicate that

the ways of life of the four species are sufficiently dissimilar to

account for their coexistence in the same watershed.
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I. INTRODUCTTON

Darters are members of the sub-family Etheostominae within the

Percidae. They are small n commonly bottom-dwelling fishes confined

to fresh waters in North America east of the Rocky Mountains (l^línn,

l95Bb). The American Fisheries Societv (.|970) lists .|09 species, the

maiority of which occur on'ly in the Mississippi River Drainage (ldinn, '

l95Ba). Moving northward, the group becomes less speciose. 0nly

fifteen species have been reported from Minnesota (carlander, l94l),
and the number occurring in Manitoba is further reduced to five (Fedoruk,

1969). Four of these occur in Lake Dauphin and its tributary, the

valley River. They are: the central johnny darter, Etheostoma nigrum

nigrum Rafinesque; the iowa darter, Ethêostoma exile (eirard) I the

river darter, Percina shumardi (Girard); and the northern logperch, Percina

caprodes semifasciata (De Kay).

Knowledge of the life.histories of johnny darter, Iowa darter,

and logperch is incomplete, dea'ling mainìy with reproduction. The life
history of the ríver darter is virtually undescribed. t^linn (1958a,b)

examined intensive]y the reproduction of johnny darter, Iowa darter

and logperch. Although emphasizing behaviour, he gave detailed accounts

of the environment selected for spawning and the seasonal variation

in abundance of darters in the spawning areas. Trautman (1957) gave

brief descriptions of the environments in which al'l four species were

collected. Information on the distribution of larval darters in lakes

was obtained by Fish (1932) for johnny darter and logperch and by

Faber (1967 and pers. comn.) for logperch only. Raney and Lachner

(]943) and speare (1960) worked on the age and growth of the johnny



darter. Turner (lgZl) examined the food of iohnny darter and logperch

in lakes and streams, while Dobie (1959), Keast and tJebb (.l966) and

Mullan, Applegate and Rainwater (1968) all examined the food of logperch.

This study was undertaken to descrìbe the distribution, reìative

and absolute abundance and diet of the four species in the different

kinds of environment available in Lake Dauphin and the Valley River.

Although information was gathered through most of the ice-free period'

emphasis was placed on late Summer following reproduction, when most

young-of-the-year were vulnerable to seining. It was hoped that the

knowledge thus obtained would account for the coexistence of the four

species of darters in the Lake Dauphin Watershed.



I I. STUDY AREA

Lake Dauphin, shown in Fig. l, is a targe shallow lake. The shore-

line eastward from the lake's only outlet, MosseY R., is a bench sloping

gently into the water from a low ridge which runs paral'lel to the lake.

The bench consists of sand and gravel, and is usually overgrown by grasses

and willows to the Water's edge. Stands of Scirpus commonly grow for a

distance of 50 m or more offshore, as do beds of submerged plants, most

often Potamogeton. From four kilometers beyond Oak Brae for 23 km south-

ward, the bench ends sharply and drops to the beach at a 40-50" angle.

The beach, 2-4 m wide, consists of granitic boulders interspersed with

smaller stones, chiefly of limestone. In the water, the bottom consists

of a belt of similar composition,2 n or more in width, beyond which is

sand or mud. The ridge parallelling the lake along this beach is higher

and unbroken, so that no river flows into the'eastern border of the

lake. At the end of this stretch of boulder-beach just before Methley

Beach the land again slopes gently into the water. The beach may

consist of sand and gravel or of mud-flats, and the shoreline is often

masked by dense stands of Phragmites, Scirpus and Carex, which grow

out into the water. This continues to the middle of the southern

border of the lake, where the land again rises slightly to produce a

shoreline similar to that on the east side. However, here the bays

usualìy have sand and grave'l or sand beaches, as at Dauphin beach.

Northward from Jackfish Creek the shoreline again resembles that in

the southeast corner of the lake, but after I km the terrain of

predominately boulder-beach is resumed. Northward along the western

border of the lake extensive stands of Scirpus and Phragmites,
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particularly at the mouths of streams, interrupt the beaches, while the

shores become'less stony and gradually assume the features of shores

found at the north end of the lake.

Most of the lake is 2-3 m in depth, the deepest sounding being

only 3.4 m (Stewart-Hay, MS 1951). Except for the shoreline, the bottom

of the lake consists solely of mud. Transparency is usually limited to

15-20 cm, making observation of fishes virtually impossible. Water

level at the shores can fluctuate considerab'ly, both seasonably and by

the action of seiches.

Although onty 10-15 m wide near its mouth, the Valley R. is the

largest stream entering L. Dauphin. It originates primariìy in the

Duck Mountains to the west, but one major tributary drains the Riding

Mountain area to the southwest. From the mouth to the station furthest

upstream the river extends approximately 170 km. All but the lowest

10-12 km consist of a series of riffles and pools, a'lthough areas of

riffles become less frequent in the lower reaches. l^later level is high

during spring runoff, but by late summer most riffles are dry or contain

only namow channels of flowing water. At that time the water level in

the last 10-12 km varies'like that in the proximal portion of the lake'

depending on the direction and strength of wind. (In the case. of a

strong southerly wind the water may visibly f'low upstream.) Except

after a heavy rain,the water is clear to the bottom in all but the

deepest pool s.

In addition to the four species of darters, a number of other

species of fishes, the maiority of them cyprinids, are also found in



the study area. These species are listed below according to whether

they were more commonly caught in the river or the lake.

Ri ver Lake

Hybognathus hankinsoni Coregonus artedii

Notropis cornutus Esox lucius

Rhinichthys atratulus Notropis atherinoides

Rhinichthys cateractae Notropis hudsonius

Semotilus atromaculatus Pimephales promelas

Semotilus margarita I cti obus cypri ne'l I us

Hypentelium niqricans Moxostoma sp.

Catostomus commersoni PSIgpE- omiscomaycus

Culaea inconstans Perca flavescens

Stizostedion vitreum vitreum



IU. DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF DARTERS

Part A: MATERIALS AND METHODS

i) collEcrroN oF FtsHEs

7

IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

The distribution and abundance of darters in all lake and river

environments was determîned by seîning. To maintain uniformity, only

one kind of seîne was used. Thts Was a two-man seÌne with a sown-in

bag ('l .8 m x l. 2 n - mesh diam. 0.32 mm). In strong current the seine

was spread by one man below the area to be sampled. The second then

drove fishes downstream into the seine by vigorously and systematically

disturbing the substrate as he moved through the area. Then both men

tifted the seine wi'th a fon¡rard-sweeping motion. In areas of ìittle

or no current the seine was puìled from deep to shallow water, or in

water of unfform depth. hlhen this invo'lved seining through ptants or

over large stones the seîne was pulled in a ierky manner to avoid

fouling the leadline.

Where estimates of the densÌties of darters were desired, a barrier-

net was used to enc'lose small areas to be sampled, thereby preventing

the escape of fishes during seining. In shallow areas of strong current

enclosing was accomplished wtth the barri.er-net or a combination of net

and'large stones, but the upstream end was usually left open. Blocking

of the upstream end was often impractical, and escape agatnst the current

was thought to be mintmal . In areas of sl ight or no current the barrier-

net was set up to form a rectangle, one stde of which was usually the

rtver bank or 'lake shore. [See Plate 1. )

Repeated seine hauls, each covering most of the enclosed area,
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were made until virtually all the darters were captured. If fewer than

ten darters u,ere caught in the first hau'|, seining was stopped when three

consecutive hauls yie'lded no darters. If ten or more v',ere caught on the

first hau1, seining was stopped after three consecutive hauls produced

one or none.

When bamier-nets were used, only 20-50% of the darters caught were

taken in the first seine hau'|, so that this method was considered at

least twice as effective as seîning without a barrier in capturing

darters. Thus only samples of darters taken within barriers were used

in estimates of density. Those samples are here cal'led complete samples.

Darters taken by sampling without the use of bamier-nets formed

incompletê Samples, which were nevertheless useful in determining the

relative abundance of species in given environments (assuming that such

seining was equally efficient in taking all four species).

Extensive attempts to capture darters smaller than'12 mm using a

plankton net and stationary surber sampler proved unsuccessful.

ii) MEASUREMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

So that abundance of darters could be correlated with particular

features of the environment, the following variables were measured

immediately after each sample of fish was taken: area sampled, depth,

aquatic plants, substrate, surface velocity (in the river) or height of

waves (in tiLe'lake), and the time of day. Where vegetation was present

it was identified, its density noted, and the percent of substrate

covered by it estimated. The categories of particle size given by

Longwell and Flint (.|955) formed the basis for the following categories
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used to describe substrate: rubble (stones greater than 64 mm diam),

pebble (2-64 mm diam), and fine substrate (particles less than 2 mm diam).

For every sampìe the percent of bottom covered by each category of sub-

strate was estimated. Mean surface water velocity was determined by

timing the progress of a f'loating object for a distance of 0.45-1.5 m

in both the slowest and fastest portions of the area sampled.

The following additional environmental variables, which tended not

to vary within a station, were also measured: water temperature, trans-

parency (taken by secchi disk), and weather conditions.

iii) SAMPLING IN 1968, AND THE DEFINITION OF BASIC ENVIRONMENTS TO BE

SAMPLED IN 1969

In 1968, sampling was of an exploratory nature. That is, an attempt

was made to determine what kinds of environment were available and to

what extend they were populated by the four species of darters. All

sampïing was of the incomplete type. The pattern of sampìing and the

results obtained are given in Appendix l. 0n the basis of those results,

environmental variables which had the greatest observable effect on the

numbers of darters were selected, and a potent'ially large number of

combinations of environmental variables was reduced to a few 'basic'

environments. These provided a guide for sampling in 1969, and were

defined as follows for the lake:

a). Non-cover: An area lacking any type of cover (eÍther plants

or stones) over at least 75% of the bottom.

b) Plant-cover: An area having plants growing over at least 75%

of the bottom. Included were beds of aquatic plants at depths of 0.15-

0.9 m. growing in fine substrate sometimes interspersed with pebble or
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rubble, and with the substrate often partially or totally covered with

plant debris. * Areas containing the stout-stemmed emergent plants

Scirpus and Phragmites were sampìed oniy in May and June, when there

was new growth and beds of non-emergent plants were scarce. The latter,

including beds of Ranunculus and Potamogêton, !úere sampled after June.

A broad-'leaved species of Potamogeton was most frequently encountered.

Often the plant beds were protected on the offshore side by extensive

stands of Scirpus. Plate 2 shows an example of this environment.

c) Protected pebble-rubble: An area of shoreline which is protected

from wave action by stands of emergent p'lants or by a point of land,

and in which at least 75% of the bottom is covered by a mixture of pebble

and rubble. In this environment, the bottom was usually gently sloping,

and the seíne was usually pulled onshore from a depth of 0.3-0.75 m.

The ratio of pebble to rubble varied roughly in the range 4:l-l:4.

Most stones were usualìy limestone fragments, and in most cases there

was proportionately more pebble towards shore. From July on, the sub-

strate was often covered with heavy growths of filamentous algae. Plate

3 shows an example of protected pebb'le-rubble env'ironment.

d) Exposed rubble: An area of shoreline exposed to wave action, in

which at least 75% of the bottom is covered by rubble. In this environ-

ment, the bottom sloped sharply, and the seine v,,as usually pulled onshore

from a depth of 0.6-i m. The stones were largely granitic. From July

on, the substrate at some stations b,as covered by heavy growths of

filamentous algae. An example of this environment is shown in Plate 4.

'Basict environments in the river were defined as follows:

a) Current: An area within which surface velocity reaches at
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Plate 2: A submerged bed of Potamogeton, comprising plant-

cover environment. Note extensive offshore stands of

Scirpus, which protect this area from wave action.

Plate 3: Protected pebbte-rubble environment, sheltered by

a dense stand of Scirpus and phragmites (in background).
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Plate 4: Exposed rubble environment.

Plate 5: A complex of current and non-current environments

in the river. Indicated by aruows are:

i) A stretch of current with a bottom of rubble.

ii) A uniform stretch of current with a bottom of

fine pebble.

iii) An area of deep non-current with a bottom of rubble.
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'least 0.45 m/sec, and does not fall below 0.15 m/sec. The current

environment was a'lways part of a complex in which shallow, turbulent

stretches of current alternated with quieter, deeper pools and channels.

(See Plate 5.) Depths and surface velocities up to 0.4 m and 
.|.2

m/sec respectively were sampled in May, although rapids with greater

flow were present. After May depth and surface ve'locity in all areas

of current fell below those values. In some cases, the bottom was

covered by pebb'le less than 2 cm diam, and the current quite uniform.

More often the bottom was covered by rubble, so that flow was very

irregular (sometimes ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 m/sec in a single sample).

In the latter case, the substrate was sometimes covered with filamentous

a'lgae or moss. Many areas of current environment sampled were inter-

mediate between the two types described above.

b) Shallow non-cument: An area of which at least 75% is no more

than 0.3 m in depth, and in which surface velocity does not exceed 0.15

m/sec. This environment was usually adjacent to a bank or sandbar. In

many.cases the bottom was covered by fine substrate, or pebbìe, or a

mixture of both. 0ften the substrate was. heavily si'lted and ìnterspersed

with sticks, other debris, or patches of aquatic plants.

c) Deep non-current: An area of which at'least 75% exceeds 0.3 m

in depth, and in which surface velocity does not exceed 0.15 m/sec.

This environment included a wide range of situations in the river. The

maximum depth sampled was I m, while substrate ranged from all fine

substrate to mostly rubble. As in shallot,,/ non-current environment, the

substrate was often heavily silted and interspersed with debris and
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patches of plants. (Dense plant-beds, Which were seen in deep and shallow

non-cument environments, were not samp'led in'1969.)

iv) SAMPLING PLAN FOR 1969

In .I969, 
sampling was designed primarily to produce: (a) estimates

of densities of darters (based on complete sampling) in the basic

environments during the late summer, foìlowing reproduction, which was

thought to be the time of greatest probable demand on food resources,

(b) estimates of the re'lative numbers of the four species (based on

both complete and incomplete sampìing) in basic environments throughout

the year, and (c) distribution of, river darter and logperch in the river

at various times of the year.

Since very few darters of any species u,ere caught in non-cover

environment in the lake during 1968, this environment was not sampled in

1969.

There were six samp'ling periods. The first five, beginning with

early May, were at three week intervals, the fifth period lasting from

July 27 to August 4 and representing late summer, following reproduction.

The f i nal samp'li ng peri od was i n September.

In early August complete sampling to obtain estimates of density

was carried out at three stations for each basic environment. When

it appeared desirable to confirm the absence of a particular species,

and/or collect additional specimens, â large incomplete samp'le was

taken as well. In addit'ion,incomplete samples were taken at three

other stations for each environment, so that samples from a total of

six stations were available for study of relative numbers of the four
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species. During the remaining collection periods, where possible, each

lake environment was sampled at three or more stations. Samp'ling was

complete at one or more of these stations, and incomplete at the rest.

During the first three periods, proportionately more sampling was done

in the river than later on. The purpose of this was to find the upstream

limits of river darter and logperch while they were re1atively abundant

in the river.

Details concerning dates, stations visited, and environments

sampled at each station are given in Appendix 2.

v) AGE DtTtRMiNATI0N

It was consjdered possible that darters of the same species, but

belonging to different age classes,might be found in different environ-

ments. Therefore, darters caught during each collection period were

aged by construction of length-frequency histograms. Separation of

age classes was usually limited to defining, where possible' the youngest

class present. Length-frequency distributions, with details concerning

age class separation, are given in Appendjx 3.

Fishes jn their first summer of growth (young-of-the-year) are

called age 0. Lumping of all older fish with an age cìass is indl'cated

by a + sign.

Part B: RESULTS

i) DENSITIES OF DARTIRS IN THE BASIC ENVIRONMENTS DURING THE LATE

suMMER, FOLLOì¡JING RtPRODUCTI0N (1969)

The first stated purpose for sampling'in 
.|969 

was to provide

estimates of density for the four species in basic environments during
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the period of probable maxinum demand on food resources. During early

August me.an densities were obtatned by complete sampling for the basic

river and lake envi.ronments. In examining these densities, lake and

rtver environment's will be considered separately, as will age 0 and

age l+ fishes

Fig. 2 A shows mean densities of age 0 darters in lake environments.

It is evident that:

'f) In all three environments sampled, density of age 0 lowa darter was

far greater than that of age 0'indivìduals of the other species.

ii) In plant-cover age 0 lowa darter reached their highest density.

iii) In protected pebbie-rubble age 0 Iowa darter attained their lowest

density, while age 0 individuals of the other species combined reached

their greatest density.

Mean densities of age'l+ darters in lake environments appear in

Fig. 2 B. ConsÍdering each environment in turn, one can see that:

i) In plant-cover densities of age l+ individuals of all four species

were either very'low or nil. The greatest density was obtained for Iowa

darter, but this was insignificant when compared to that of age 0 fish

of the same species.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble considerable overlap among age 1+

individuals of all four species occurred. The greatest density was that

of.johnny darter, with Iowa darter next in abundance.

iii) In exposed rubble age l+ individuaìs of all four spec'ies were

present, but river darter reached a far greater density than the

others.
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Fig. 3 shows the mean densities of age 0 darters in river environ-

ments. Johnny darter were the only age 0 darters taken in comp'lete

sampling. Their density was lowest in current, and greater in shallow

than in deep non-current.

The mean densities of age 1+ darters in river environments are given

in Fig. 3 B. Except for a single logperch taken in deep non-current,

johnny darter were also the only age l+ darters taken in complete sampling.

Their density was lowest in curuent, and, unlike that of age 0 individuals,

was greater in deep than in shallow non-current.

In general, the variatÌon in densities obtained for the same environ-

ment at different stations was high. But this does not negate differences

among environments. Details concerning variation in density are given

in Appendix 4.

In summary, density estimates show that during early August:

(i) In each lake environment the highest density of age lt darters was

attained by a different species, (ii¡ The greatest overlap of the four

species occurred in protected pebble-'rubble, and (iii) in the river

virtualìy all darters were johnny darter.

ii) THE RILATIVE NUI4BERS TAKEN OF THE FOUR SPTCITS OF DARTERS IN BASIC

LAKE ENVIRONMENTS THROUGHOUT I969

The second stated purpose of sampling'Ìn 1969 was to determine the

rel.ative abundance of the four species in the basic environments through-

out the year, using numbers obtained in both complete and incomplete

sampling. The inclusion of incomplete samples for early August will

also reinforce the picture of species-composition available from density

estimates for that important period. However, it would be of little
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Figure 3: Mean densities of darters in three river environ-

ments during earìy August, 1969. These means were obtained

in the same way as those for lake environments.
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value to consider relative numbers of darters in river environments

because of the preponderance of johnny darter throughout the year., But

the relative numbers of darters caught in the three lake environments

sampled throughout .|969 are shown in Fig. 4. (The ratios of actual

numbers caught are given in Appendix 5.) The species-composition in

different environments during the same period may be compared visually

with reference to Fig. 4.

As shown in Figs. 4 A and B, during early and late May plant-cover

and protected pebble-pubble were represented on]y by single stations"

Also, during early May very few darters of any species were caught in

exposed rubble, despite intensive sampling in that environment. Never-

theless, it appears that:

i) In plant-cover only lowa darter were present.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble environment lowa darter were the

predominant species.

iii) In exposed rubble the species composition changed from slight

predominance of lowa darter over river darter in early May to heavy

predominance of river darter in late May.

For June and ear'ly July, it is evident that:

i) In plant-cover johnny darter were present, although lowa darter

continued to be the dominant species.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble there was considerable overlap in

the distribution of all four species, but river darter were predominant.

iii) In exposed rubble river darter were quite predominant. The change

in predominant species in protected pebble-rubble since May was not due

to a decreased emphasis on the single station at which this environment
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Figure 4: Relative numbers of darters caught in three lake

environments through 1969. In each environment, the number

caught of the predominant species, given over the correspond-

ing bar, is converted to 100, and the numbers caught of the

other species are accordingly transformed.

A: Early May

B: Late May

C: June

D: Early July

E: i: Early August, age 0

E: ii. Early August, age 'l+

F: September
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was sampled during May. Since the ratio of numbers caught at that

station alone during June was J.D. 28: I.D. 12: R.D. 55 : L. 1,

the decrease in abundance of Iowa darter and increase in abundance of

river darter at that station was even more marked than Fig. 4 C indicates.

For the important early August collection period, relative abundance

of age 0 and age 1+ darters urere examined separately. For age 0 darters

it is evident that:

i) In p'lant-cover lowa darter were virtually the only age 0 darters

present.

ii) In both stony shore environments lowa darter were also quite

predomi nant.

For age l+ darters, it is evident that a different species was

predominant in each environment. This is described as follows:

i) In plant-cover Iowa darter were predominant, although present in

insignificant numbers, compared to age 0 fish of the same spec'ies.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble johnny darter and Iowa darter were the

most. abundant species, the first being slightly predominant. River

darter and logperch were also present, so that overlap in distribution

of all four species occurred.

iii) In exposed rubble river darter were quite predominant.

Fig. 4 F shows the relative abundance of the four species in

September. It can be seen that:

i) In plant-cover Iowa darter were the only species present.

ii) In protected pebbie-rubble lowa darter were also predominant,

although all four species were present.
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iii) In exposed rubble river darter were slightly predominant over

Iowa darter, while the other species. were also present.

The ratios of numbers of darters caught in different lake environ-

ments during the same period may also be compared statistically. The

ratios in two environments at a time were compared by computing chi-

square for 2 x n contingency tables. (Where orrly one species u,as

present in either environment, no cömparison was made.) According to

total chi-square values obtained, a'|1 pairs of ratíos differed by more

than chance. The accuracy of about half of these total chi-square

values was reduced by 1ow expected values (where more than 20% of

expected values were less than 5). Buto with one exception, all total

chi-square values were far greater than critical, leaving no doubt that

the ratios compared actually differed. In other words, during any

collection period the spectes-composition of darters in the three lake

environments was quite different. (Both individual and total chi-square

values are 'listed in Appendix 5. )

iii) DrsTRrBUTrON 0F DARTERS iN THE RrVER

The distribution of johnny darter and Iowa darter in the river can

be described simp'ly. Johnny darter, both in 1968 and 1969, were present

throughout the year at all stations visited, while Iowa darter were

rare, with orr'ly seven caught in .|969.

By contrast, river darter and logperch varied seasonally in abundance

ànd were limited in their upstream distribution. The third stated

purpose of sampling in'1969 was to determine the distribution of river

darter and logperch in the rriver at.various times of the year. However,

presumably due to less favourab'le c'limatic conditions, catches of these
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species in the river in 1969 were poorer t,han those in 1968. Thus results

from both years are included here

Table I shows the distribution of river darter and logperch caught

in the rtver in June,1968 and throughout 
.|969. 

The following points

are evident:

i) Both species were restricted in their upstream distribution. In

both years lo'gperch were found to penetrate 94 km from the stream mouth o

despite the inclusion of additional stations in 1969. River darter jn

June, 1968 and in 1969 penetrated on'ly 38 km from the stream mouth,

although a single fish was caught 70 km upstream in August,1968.

ii) The greatest numbers of both species in 1969 were caught in late

May. After that period their numbers in the river declined sharply,

until none were caught in September.

iii) Almost all fish caught during late May, 1969 and June 1968 were

sexually mature, of age 2+. Most of these were ripe, the remainder

parti al'ly or total ly spent.

iv. Aggregations of river darter occurred only in the two stations

closest to the stream mouth, up to 22 kn, while aggregations of logperch

occurred up to 70 km from the stream mouth.

In add'ition,'it should be noted that, except for river darter at station

R l, both species were usually caught in current environment. Most of

the large numbers caught at stations R 2 and R 4 in June, .1968 
were

taken from relatively small areas of curent with a bottom of fine pebble.

From the preceecling observations, it can be concluded that the presence

of river darter and logperch in the river was primarily restricted to

the spring spawning activity of mature adults, of which logperch
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Table 1: DísËribuËion of river darter and logperch caught
in the river in June, 1968 aná throughout Lg6g. rn the case
of complete sarnpling, only fishes caught ín Ëhe first seíne
haul are counted. Most logperch caught in 1_ate May, 1969

were released after Èheír number was recorded. Th,e lefË-to-
ríght decrease i-n distance from Ëhe lake is equívalent to
the wesË-to-east flow of the ríver. The names of the four
species ín this and succeedÍng tables are abbreviated as

follows:

J. D. johnny darËer

I. D. Iowa darÈer

R. D. river darter
L. logperch



Station (R)
km from lake

Arêa sámÞled and no. darters caught
15-109-5432
L70-r2s 94-44 38 34 20

1

B

ä"t,r.e

Early May, L969

Ar""-rn2 37L 93837932B9

No. R.D.

L.

Late May, L969

Ar."-*2
No. R.D.

L.

June, 1968

Are"-r2
No. R.D.

L.

June, L969

At"a-*2
No. R.D.

L.

Early July, L969

^t"^-^2
No . R.D.

L.

Early Arg., L969

Ar.a-*2
No. R.D.

L.

September, L969

ExËensíve sampling

198 L32 100

L42 58 111

L47 74 l_01
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0

0 100
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100

9L

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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penetrated the furthest upstream. It also appears that riffles with

a bottom of fine pebble were a preferred spawning environment for both

speci es .

iV) WHEN AND WHERE AGGREGATIONS OF RIPE DARTERS WERE FOUND

The occurrence of aggregations of ripe darters suggests where

spawning might occur. Since darter eggs adhere strongly to the substrate

(observed in the laboratory), the locale of spawning becomes the place

of emergence of larvae. In a discussion of the distribution of young-

of-the-year, that would be the 'logical starting point.

The p..r.n.. of ripe river darter and ìogperch in the river in

spring has been described above. Also in the river, during May johnny

darter were caught in both curuent and non:current at all stations visited.

In the lake ripe darters of all species except logperch were found.

Small numbers of ripe johnny darter were caught in'protected pebble-rubble

from early May until June. Aggregations of ripe Iowa darter were

collected from early May until earìy Juìy ìn plant cover and protected

pebble-rubble, and a few were taken in exposed rubble. Aggregations of

ripe river darter were found from late May until early July in protected

pebble-rubble and exposed rubble. Particular'ly high concentrations of

ripe adults of that species, with a few immature fish, occurred at Stony

Point (statìon L 15).

v) DIURNAL VARIATION IN ABUNDANCE fIF DARTERS IN LAKE ENVIRONMENTS

It was considered possi.ble that one or more species of darters

might be involved in a diurnal pattern of onshore-offshore migration

in the lake. This would affect the interpretation of data on distribu-

tion and abundance obtained only in daytime (as was all data used in
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preceeding parts of this presentation). To examine this possibility,

two sets of day-night compìete samp'les were made during the important

early August period in 1969. Protected pebble-rubble environment

was sampìed at station L 2, and exposed pebble-rubble (not a basic

environment) was sampìed at station L 9.

A paired t test was used to examine the differences between day

and night abundance of johnny darter at stati on L 2 and or river darter

at stations L 2 and L 9 combîned. The numbers of age l+ darters caught

in corresponding day and night samples are listed in Table z. At night

there were mean increases of ten johnny darter and 4.5 river darter

per.samp'le. These increases were significant at 5% and l% levels respect-

ive'ly. Because of insuffr'cient numbers, it was not possible to test

for day-night differences in abundance for age 0 darters, or for age

l+ Iowa darter and logperch"

The nighttirne Ìncreases thus obtained shou'ld not have been the

result of increased vulnerability to capture, as might be expected under

conditions of reduced visibility. Presumably the bamier-net method of

sampling ensures that, regardless of vulnerability to capture, ultimately

most darters are caught. This assumption is supported by the observation

that larger catches. of iohnny darter were usually obtained in the river
(high transparency) than in the 'lake (low transparency), while the

proportion of fish caught in the first seine haul was generally lower

in the river than in the lake"

These results suggest that, during early August, johnny darter and

river darter were more numerous in protected pebble-rubble than was

indicated by daytime sampling. However, this does not alter the main
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Table 2: Numbers of age 1* darters caught in corresponding day

and nighË sampl-es at two l-ake sËations during early August , L969.

Three compleËe samples of approximaÉely 15 rn2 were Ëaken in

daytiure.aË each staÈíon, and then duplicated at night, their

exact locaËion having been marked. Environments sampled were

protected pebble-rubble at staËion L 2 and exposed pebble-rubble

aË station L 9.

níghtday

No. of darÈers caugþt

Statíon Sarnple
Location

J:D.
dn

I.D. R.D.
dndn

104L0
002L0
00600

290
220
180

04
03
06

01
01
L2

5

9

t4

00
00
00

(a)

(b)

(c)

L2

L9

(a)

(b)

(c)

15

L2

L2

0

0

0
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points for this period and in this environment, which are that (i)

johnny darter were the most abundant darters in protected pebble-rubble,

and (ii) the greatest amount of distributional overìap among species

of darters occurred here
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IV" LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

I. ENVIRONI4ENT PREFERENCE

In the field the abundance of darters was correlated with certain

environmental vari.ables. These were: (a) the presence or absence of

cover, and (b) exposure to turbulence, caused by wave action, in the .|ake

and current in the river. To prorlide a choice between current (or

turbulence) and quiet water in the laboratory was thought to be too

difficult to be practicable for this study. The experiment described

here wás thus designed to test the hypothesis that darters preferred

environments with or without cover, and with a particular kind of cover.

PATt A: MATERIALS AND MTTHODS

i ) sOuRCE 0F EXpERil'4ENTAL FISHES

Fishes were obtained during August l7 and 18, and September 20, 1969.

Johnny darter were taken from the Valley R., and the others from L. Dauphin.

0n each date, approximately 20 individuals of age 0 and 20 of age l+

were collected for each species.

ii ) HOLDTNG C0NDTTT0NS

Separate areas were provided for holding and testing of experimental

fishes. When not being tested, members of each group were kept in

separate, bare 22 and 45 1 aquaria equipped with air-stones and filters.
l^later temperature remained at 21oC, except for brief periods every second

day when it was lowered to lO"C by changing the water. Twelve hours of

daylight were provided. All fishes were fed frozen brine shrimp and

smalj euchitraed worms twice daily.
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iii) EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

Age 0 and age l+ darters of each species were offered a choice of

four distinct, simulated environments. These were: (i) non-cover (sand

bottom only), (ii) plant-cover, (tit¡ pebble bottom, and (iv) rubble

bottom. Individual fish were allowed to choose between two of these

environments at a time. Statistical analysis of a sufficient number of

individua'l choices would then provide inferences about preference, or

lack of preference, by the age class and species tested. since two age

classes of each species were tested for six combinations of environments,

a total of 48 separate tests were carried out.

(iv) APPARATUS FOR ALL0WING A CHOICE

One environment was simulated in each half of a 45 I aquarium

5l cn x 27 cm x 3l cm. The entire bottom was covered with washed,

coarse silica-sand to a depth of 2 cm, and other material was then added

to each halfo depending on the environment simulated. Plants used were

of a broad-leaved species of Potamogeton taken from L. Dauph'in and

L. Manitoba. The actual layout for all síx combinations of environments

is reproduced in Fig. 5.

The testing'locaie was a small, black-curtained space in a controlled

environment room, he'ld at 17"C, adjoining the holding area. Six

aquarìa, each containing a different pair of environments, were set

in a row 20 cm off the floor within this space. uniform'ry strong

illumination was provided by two 150 w floodlamps set above and on

either side of the row of aquaria, while the remainder of the room was

darkened. Three observation slits were cut in the front curtain and
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Figure 5: Combinations of simulated environments

environment preference experiment (top view, 1/5

Spaces under the largest stones are indicated by

used

actual

broken

in the

sìze).

lines.
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duplicate dunmy s'lits were cut in the back curtain. From these observa-

tion slits the fish were watched through the water surface and front

wall of each aquarium. The sides of each aquarium were covered with

black cloth, so that its contents were isolated from those of adioining

aquafia. Flaps were also cut below each observation slit to allow

introduction of fish through the curtain.

v) PROCEDURE

Before testing fish in simulated environments, a control experiment

was camied out, in which the bottoms of the six aquaria were left bare.

This was to determ'ine if the fish were biased toward the front or back

portions of the aquaria.

For each of the six aquaria, a fish was selected randomly from among

the eight experimental groups. At 60 second intervals, these fish were

introduced through the flaps in the front curtain and released approxi-

mately in the middle of the aquaria. The position of each fish was then

noted at exact 6 min. intervals for t hr. If the fish was on the mid-

line, the position of its anterior end was noted; also, ôrtY crossing of

the midline l5 sec. before or after the instant of observation was noted.

After the last observation was completed, the front curtain was moved

aside and the fish removed to the holding aquaria.

In the control portion of the experiment, this procedure was

repeated'for a total of eight runs. Every second run was prececled

by several minutesr aeration of the six aquaria.

Chi-square tests showed that, when all observations in the control

runs were ìumped, the darters were found significantly more often (5%
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'level of significance) in the far end of the aquaria. However, when

observations for the first and second half hour were examined separateìy,

the fishes were found significantly more often in the far end only

during the first hajf hour. Since the fishes appeared to require the

first half hour to adjust to their neh, conditions, the one hour observa-

tion period was retained, and the determination of choice was based on

the last half hour.

However, a separate examination of the response of each species

showed that, even in the last half hour, river darter consistently chose

the far end of the aquaria (11 of 12). Aìthough this species was tested

in the experimental runs, similar responses were again obtained (See

Appendix 6). Thus river darter will not be considered in the section

on experimental results.

Modifications in procedure for the experímental runs involved only

the vray in which fishes to be tested were selected. For each of the six

aquaria, different individuals of the same group were used in consecutive

runs, until a sufficient number of choices had been made to produce a

result. Then a fish of another group not being tested was introduced.

This procedure was repeated until a result was achieved for all of the

48 individual tests required.

If a result was not reached by the time sampling without repiace-

ment had exhausted the suppìy of fish in a group, then the testing was

continued by sampling with replacement.

Vi ) DETERMINATION OF CHOICE AND RESULT

since each fish was observed at 6 min. intervars for r hr., its
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position was recorded five times in the last half hour. A fish made a

choi ce for one hal f of the aquarium if: (a) it was in the same half for

at least four of the last five observations, or (b) it was in the same

half for the last two observations, provided it had not crossed the mid-

line within l5 sec.of either of those observations. If neither conifition

was met, the fish made no choice.

The procedure was based on a closed sequential design constructed

by cole (1962). Th'is type of test, in which testing w.ith individuals

is continued until a result is reached, seemed more advantageous than

tests with a fixed sample size. Since as few as 12 fish were available

for some groups at the beginning of the experimento the minimum path

length of seven individual tests to reach a result was very attractÍve.

In addition, Co1e's design was constructed to provide more than customary

protection against type I error (in this case, finding a preference

where there rlas none). If a fish made no choice, this was the same as

a tie in Cole's experiment and was not counted. The result indicated

that the group (species and age class) tested preferred one environment

(5% level of significancé), or showed no preference.

PART B: RESULTS

It became necessary to switch to

order to reach a result, in 35 of the

the ratios of choices made before the

did not contradict the eventual ratios

given in Appendix 6.)

sampling with replacement, in

48 tests. However, in'these cases,

start of sampl i ng wi th rep'lacement

and results. (Both ratios are

For age 0 darters, the results, together with the percentage of
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choices made for each environmentr âfê shqwn in Fig.6. An overall

view of results for johnny darter, Iowa darter, and logperch indicates

that the combinations of environments offered can be split into two

groups of three: those in which non-cover was one of the env'ironments,

and those in wh'ich both environments contained some form of cover.

In combinat'ions invol ving non-cover, ôgê 0 darters general'ly showed

preference for the other environment. Iowa darter provided the single

exception by disp'laying no preference between non-cover and rubble bottom.

Where some form of cover was ava'ilable in both environments, the majority

of tests indicated no preference. Exceptions were preference by logperch

of rubble bottom over pebble bottom and plant-cover, and preference by

johnny darter of pebble bottom over plant-cover environment.

As shown in F'ig. 7., age l+ darters genera'l'ly behaved in the same

manner as did age 0 individuals. l{here one of the environments offered

was non-cover, they usuaì1y preferred the other environment. The only

exception occurred when Iowa darter showed no preference between non-

cover and pebble-bottom. Where both environments contained cover, there

was usualìy no preference. Iowa darter and logperch provided the

exceptions by displayjng preference for plant-cover over pebble-bottom.

The first part of the hypothesis, that darters prefer environments

either with or without cover, 'is confirmed for johnny darter, Iowa

darter and logperch, since environment,s with cover were almost always

preferred over environments wìthout cover. However, there appears to

be little support for the hypothesis that darters prefer particular

kinds of cover.
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Figure 6: Test resu'lts, and percentage of çlroices made in each

environment, for age 0 johnny darter, Iowa darter and Logperch

in environment preference experiments. Each bar represents the

total number of choices made in a test (individual experiment),

and its position indicates the percentage of choi_ces made' for

environments in each end of the aquarium. A line at one end of

the bar indicates preference for the environment in that end

(5% level of significance)
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Figure 7: Test results, and percentage of choices made in

each environment, for age 'l+ darters in environment pre-

ference experiments. Each bar represents the total number

of choices made in a test (individual experiment), and its
position indicates the percentage of choices made for

environments in each end of the aquarium. A l¡'ne at one

end of the bar indicates preference for the environment

in that end (5% level of significance)
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2. LABORATORY REARING OF LARVAL DARTERS

I

i

I

The swimming behaviour of the

in order to gain some insight into

fi e'ld .

tggs were held in small baskets suspended

aerated tanks. Water temperatures ranged from

fungus-covered eggs were removed daily.

larvae of the four species was observed

their probable distribution jn the

large, strongly

to 21"C. Dead and

PaTt A: MATERIALS AND METHODS

i) SOURCE OF EGGS AND HATCHING SUCCESS

Fertilized eggs were obtained in two. wa.ys. Approx'imately 200 eggs

were taken from a large nest of iohnny darter in the Va]ley R. on

May 25, 1969. 0n May 28, mature Iowa darter and river darter were taken

from L. Dauphin, and mature logperch from the Vaìley R. in the labora-

tory, on May 29, eggs were stripped from these fish and artificiaily
fertilized. 0n June 27 eggs were again obtained from lowa darter and

river darter. In each case, from 70 to 150 eggs per species were obtained.

More than 100 johnny darter emerged on May 31. River darter and

logperch emerged on June 6, nine days after fertilization, anci lowa

darter emerged two days later. Sixty to 100 larvae were obtained for

the last three species. In the second group approxirnately 50 river

darter emerged July 5, and as many Jowa darter emerged the next da,v.

ii) HOLDING CONDITIONS FOR EGGS AND LARVAE

in

l9

['lithin several hours after hatching, larvae of each species were

removed to separate, gently aerated,22 1 aquaria in a controlled
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envi.ronment room. This roem r{as. kept at l7oc, with l2 hr: of daylight.

A]'l larvae were fed approximately three times daiiy, but the food

offered depended on the response of the larvae. Johnny darter readi'ly

took powdered Tetramin flakes, and were fed only that. Iowa darter were

fed powdered retramin flakes and Longlife liquid fry food with some

success. These foods, and washed Longlife live brine shrimp nauplii,

were offered to river darter and logperch with very little success.

Excess food was siphoned off the bottom reguìarìy. Except for replace-

ment of water lost through thÍs, the water was not changed.

iii) OBSERVATIONAL PR0CEDURE

To keep track of their activity, the larvae were observed dai'ly

from emergence until the last died or no further changes were expected.

up to ten larvae of each species were kept in four well-lighted

observation aquaria. During the daily observation periods, the larvae

of each species were watched for several minutes, and notes made on

their swìmming behaviour and position in the aquaria.

Part B: RESULTS

The observations on swimming behaviour of larvae can be summarized

for each species fn turn.

Newly-hatched johnny darter lay still, or moved about slightiy,
on the bottom. After a few hours they became fairly active. when

disturbed they usually swam upwards with a jerky motion, but quickly

settled back to the bottom. undisturbed movement was confined to

occasionaj short darts along the bottom. This behaviour continued

without change until June 
.l7, 

when the fish were killed, the largest
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having reached l3 mm in total 'length.

The swimming behaviour of larväl lowa darter r^ras more complex.

Immediately after hatching they lay motionless on the bottom, unless

disturbed. After tlvo or three hours they became intermitten!'ly active,

swimming at a'11 leve'ls. After two days, by the time the yolk sac had

been lost, they swam about almost constantly by day.

These larvae made two ktnds of swimming movements. 0ccasional

caudal thrusts of large amplitude produce rapid forward motion which

was similar to, although smoother than, that of johnny darter. Continuous,

rapid, smal'l amplitude caudal oscillations kept the ìarvae off the bottom

and provided comparative'ly slow forward motion. l,.lhi'le swimming continuously

in this way, the larval lowa darter maintained a horizontal attitude

during the first few days. This gradua'lly changed to an acute, head-up

position unti'1, by August 2, the single surviving fish (.l2 mm) swam

mainly at a close-to-vertical angle. At the same time, swimming became

tncreasingly confined to the bottom half of the aquarium, and periods of

swimming were interrupted with increasing frequency by resting on the

bottom. Finally on August ì6, the fish moved off the bottom only when

disturbed, and did not initiate the continuous swimming movement. No

further changes in behaviour were seen by August 2'1, when it had reached

l9 mm in total length, so that the observations were terminated.

Apparently due to feeding difficulty, river darter did not survive

more than a few days past absorption of the yoìk sac; all died before

they reached B mm in length. Ltke the lowa darter, these larvae began
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to swim within several hours of hatching: Although the methods of

swimming were the same as described for Iowa darter, river darter were

proportionally more active, and were found most often just beneath the

surface. This behav'iour had not changed by the time they died.

Similar feeding difficulties were encountered with larval logperch,

aìthough two survived until reaching a length of 9 mm. 0bservations of

this spec'ies produced essentially the same result as those of river darter.

0n severa'l occasions an attempt was made to determìne the behaviour

of the larvae at night. By turning on a floodlamp suddenly, I caught

them in the positions they had he'ld in total darkness. Johnny darter were

on the bottom, as by day. River darter and logperch were again usually

swimming near the surface.. Iowa darter vJere usua'lìy on the bottom, which

was unlike their daytime behaviour.
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V. TOOD OF DARTERS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

Here an attempt is made to determi.ne what kinds of food were taken

by the four species tn various environments. This might expose differences

in food habits that could help to explain simultaneous occuruence of two

or more species in the same environment.

Part A: MATERIALS AND METHODS

i ) SAMPLING PATTERN AND METHOD OF DETERMINING MOUTH-SIZE

Darters taken in daytime col'lections through 1969 from three basic

lake environments and three basic river environments were used. (The

environments are defined in Section III.)

Since ít was assumed that the size of darters would inf]uence the

size and kind of food organisms eaten, breakdown into groups seemed

advisable. Mouth-size was chosen over age or tota'l size (tength or

weight). Age was sometimes difficult to determine, and fish of the same

age, particular'ly young-of-the year, often varied greatly in size. The

available literature suggest that mouth-size is more directly important

than total size. For example, differences in food habits between two

species of sculpins, at similar length, have been related to differences

in mouth-size (Northcote, 1954).

To obtain mouth-size, a calibrated steel probe rvíth a 30o taper was

pushed'into the mouth until tissue at the corners was just at the breaking

point. This measured the maximum diameter of the rounded mouth in

increments of 0.33 mm. Mouth-size of up to ten darters of each mm total

length encountered was measured for each species. Six classes of mouth-

size were then defined. The ranges of total'length corresponding to these

classes were determined for each species (Appendix 7), and are shown in

Table 3.
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Table 3: Ranges in díameter of mouth for the six classes of mouth-

slze, and ranges ín total length corresponding to the classes of
mouth-size.

Mouth Class of Total LengËh -nrn
Diam. -mm Mouth Size J.D. .I.D. R.D. L.

0-1. 17 (1) <23 <l_8
1.18-1"83 (2) 23-35 LB-29 < 30 < 3L

L.84-2.49 (3) 36-44 30-39 30-41 32-42

2.50-3.1s (4) 4s-s4 40-52 42-s0 43-56

3.16-3.81 (s)

3.81 (6)
>54

>6r

ii) EXAMINATION OF STOMACH CONTENTS

The stomach of darters is well-defined, and most food organisms

found in it are relatively intact, so that indentification and

sorting of contents can yield valuable qualitative and quantitative

information on the kinds of food eaten.

The following procedure was used:

t. For each species taken from a given environment, at the same station

and date, a sample of up to ten fish üvas selected from each available

class of mouth-size.

2. The total length of each fish within the sample was measured, and

the stomach removed by cutting the alimentary tract just behind the

gi11 arches, and then aga'in through the pyloric sphincter
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(located by s'liding the scissors under the forward-pointing pyloric

cecae).

3. The first stomach in the sample was placed in a water-filled petrie

dish, and all its contents removed. These were then sorted into different

categories of organisms, and, for each categorJ, the percent-contribution

to total volume of ìdentifiable food was estimated.

4. Step three was repeated with the other stbmachs in the samþle. In

each case the organisms in a category were then added to the pile

accumulated for that category from previous stomachs.

5. After blotting for l0-15 seconds (a sufficient time to remove

surface moisture), the accumulated material for each category (obtained

from all fish in the sample) was weighed to the nearest 0.5 mg on a

Sartorius electrical balance. ldeights of less than 0.5 mg were

approximated by estimating volume and calculating the equivalent weight

(having previous]y determined the weight of a larger volume of materia'l).

Part B: RESULTS

i) THE CATEGORIES OF FOOD ORGANISMS FOUND IN THE STOMACHS OF DARTERS

Organisms were usually identified only as far as the categories

defined for th'is study. The taxonomic level at which the categories

were separated was not uniform. It depended on possible discrimination

between organisms by fishes, and known differences in preferred environ-

ment of the organisms. Th:e 26 categories defined for food found in

stomachs from .|969 lake and river coilections, together with their

classification, are listed in Table 4.
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Tab.le 4: The categories of food, and their classificatíon
(according Ëo Pennak, 1953) . üIhether a category \¡ras found

ín the river, in the lake, or both ís also indicated.

r river
1 lake

N. nymphs

L. larvae
P, pupae

*Note thaË Ëhe category tMayfly nymphsr íncludes families
other than the gphemeríidae, and not the entire order of may-

flies.



Phylum Class 0rder Family Category Source

Coe1enËerata

RotaËoria

Annelida

Arthropoda

Mollusca
( sub-phyluur)

Hydxoza

Oligochaeta

Crus tacea

Arachnoidea

Insecta (a11

Vertebrata

HYDRAS T

ROTIFERS T

OLIGOCHAETES r,
AnosËraca ANOSTRACANS 1

Cladodera CLADOCERNAS r,
Copepoda C0PEPODS r,
Ostracoda OSTRACODS r'
Amphipoda AI"ÍPHIPODS t,
Decapoda Cambridae CRAYFISH I
Hydracarína I^IATER MITES x,

non-aquatic forms) TERR.ESTRTAI
INSECTS T,

Plectoptera STONEFLY N. r,
EphemeropËera Epheme- EPHEMERIID N. r'

riidae
all other fam. MAYFLY N. r'

Ilemiptera Corixidae , C0RIXIDS r,
Trlchoptera CADDIS L. 1,

Coleoptera BEETLE L. T

Diptera TípuJ-idae CRANEFLY L. r
SimulÍdae SIMULID L. r

SIMULID P. T

TendinSdidae MIDGE L. r,
Ceratbpogonidae MIDGE P. r,
Tabanidae TABANID L. r,

MOLLUSCS r'
Pisces FISH r,

FISH EGGS T,

l_

I
1

1

I

1

1

l_

1

1

I
1

1

1

I
I
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ii) CONTRIBUTTON 0F VARiOUS CATEG0RTTS 0F ORGANISMS T0 THE F00D 0F THE

FOUR SPECIES

The contribution of each category of organisms to the food of darters

in a given environment and collection period was assessed by two comple-

mentary methods: In (a), the percent-contribution of each category to

the total weight of identifiable food was calculated. l{eights obtained

in the same environment and collection period, but at different stations,

from samples of the same species and mouth-size, were combined. Here

'large organisms taken by a mÌnority of fish can appear to dominate the

diet. This weakness is countered by the second method, (b), in which

the percentage of fish whose food was dominated by each category (on

the basis of estimated contribution by volume) was calculated.

Re'lying on these methods of assessment, food hab'its in various

environments will be examined for each species 'in turn. Differences in

diet among fish of different classes of mouth-size, but of the same

species, will be described only for the late summer, following reproduction

(ear1y August), while the diet of the large fish will be described

for all collection periods.

JOHNNY DARTER: FÍgs. B (lake) and 9 (river) show the contributions

of important categories of organisms in the diet by mouth-size for each

environment during early August. l^lithout taking into account differences

apparently due to chance, the following points are evident:

i) In the lake, in protected pebble-rubble environment, classes

2 to 4 concentrated on midge larvae

ii) In the river, in current environment, midge larvae and mayfly
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Figure 8: Diet, by mouth-size, of johnny darter caught in

lake environments during early August. Large pie charts

show percent-contribution by weight of different categories.

Those whose contribution is less than 5% are combined with

categories not represented by symbols under the heading

'other'. In the small charts the shaded portion represents

the percentage of fi sh whose major category of food was the

same as that providing the greatest percent-contribut'ion by

weight. The numbers within parentheses refer to the number

of fish examined and the number containing identifiable food.

Cladocerans, copepods, and ostracods have been combined under

the heading 'smal I crustaceans' .

The legend given here applies to Fjgs. B-17.
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Figure 9: Diet, by mouth-size, of johnny darter

river environments during early August. Details

the pie charts are given with figure B.

caught in

concern i n g
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nymphys* were important to all classes, while caddis'larvae were taken

only by the larger fish, starting with ciass 3.

iii) In non-current environment midge larvae were 'important for

all classes. Only class I fed heavily on 'small crustaceans' (clado-

cerans, copepods and ostracods). The larger classes, sta¡ting w'ith 3,

relÍed heavily on ephemeriid nymphs.

Seasonal variation in the diet of large johnny darter, of classes

3-5, is shown in Figs. '10 ('lake) and 1l (river) . The following trends

are evident:

i) In the 1ake, in plant-cover environment, midge 'larvae dominated the

diet from June to early August

ii) In protected pebble-rubble env'ironment, during early May and June,

large johnny darter fed almost exclusive'ly on midge ìarvae. This

organism continued to dominate the diet in succeeding periods, although

oligochaetes became 'important in early July and again in September.

iii) In exposed rubble environment small crustaceans were favoured in

early August, although midge larvae were also important in the diet.

iv) In the river, in current environment, midge larvae were important

in the diet throughout the year. Simulid larvae dominated the diet in

May, and were still important in June. After May, mayfly nymphs contri-

buted heavily to the diet. Caddìs larvae first became important in early

July and finally dominated the diet in September.

v) In non-cument environment midge larvae were dominant or important

in the d'iet throughout the year. During late May, simulid'larvae were

dominant (although to a lesser extent than in current environment).
*Excluding the family ephemeriidae, which ís placed in a separate category.
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Figure ì0: Diet of large johnny darter caught in lake

environments throughout 1969. Large johnny darter include

classes of mouth-size 3-5. For a given date and environment,

the diet of the class represented by the most fish is shown.

But if two or more classes are represented by ten or more

fish, then their percentage figures are averaged to give

the diet shown
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Figure 'll: Diet of large johnny darter caught in river

environments throughout 1969.
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Ephemeriid nynphs contributed heavily to the diet from early July on.

I0WA DARTER: Since this spectes was rarely taken in the river,

examination of its food is restricted to 'lake environments. Fig. 12,

tryhich shovrs the diet by mouth-size in the three lake environments during

early August, illustrates the following points

i) In plant-cover env'ironment class I fed predominately on small

crustaceans, while all larger classes fed predominately on amphipods.

Small crustaceans were also important for class 2, while midge larvae

were important fon classes I and 2.

ii) In protected pebble-rubb'le environment amphipods again dominated

the dÍet of classes 2 - 4. Small crustaceans were also important in

class 2, whiìe mayfly nymphs were'important in the larger classes

iÍi) In exposed rubbie environment the only classes represented, I and

2, fed predomìnately on small crustaceans and midge larvae, the smaìler

class taking proportionately more small crustaceans.

Seasonal variation in the diet of large Iowa darter, of classes

of mouth-size 3-5, is shown in Fig. 13. The fol'lowing trends are

evi dent:

i) In plant-cover environment,'in May, both midge larvae and amphipods

were important in the dÍet, but after May amph'ipods were quite dominant.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble environment, in early May, midge larvae

were virtually the only food. They continued to be important until

early Ju1y. Amphipods contributed heavily to the diet from late May on.

In June, early August and September they were quite dominant. In early

August mayfly nymphs were also important.

iii) In exposed rubble environment midge larvae dominated the diet in



Figure l2: Diet, by mouth-size, of Iowa darter caught in

lake environments during earìy August.
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Figure 13: Diet of large lowa darter caught in lake environ-

ments throughout 1969. Large lowa darter include classes of

mouth-size 3-5.
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late May, and were again important Ín early July. Fish eggs were

dominant in June, and important in late May and early July. Amphipods

became the dominant food item in early July, but amphipods, small

crustaceans and caddis larvae all contributed heavily to the diet in
September.

RIVTR DARTER: Aggregations of this species in the river in .|969

occurred on'ly at the lowest station in late May. In the non-current

environment avaiìable at that station, this species fed predominantely

on midge larvae (as did johnny darter caught in the same place).

Fig. '14 shows the diet by mouth-size in the two lake environments

frequented by this species during early August. It illustrates the

fol I owi ng poi nts :

i) In protected pebble-rubble env'[r:onment corixids dominated the diet
of classes 4 and 5 (the smallest caught), although fish eggs and mayfly
nymphs were also important.

,ii) In exposed rubble environment class 2, the smallest caught, fed
exclusively on small crustaceans. In al'l larger classes fish eggs

dominated the diet, aìthough caddis larvae and mayfly nymphs were also
i mportan t .

Seasonal variation in the diet of larger river darter, of classes

4-6, is portrayed in Fig.15, ând the following trends are evident:

l) In protected pebbìe-rubble environment fish eggs and mayfly nymphs

contributed heavily to the diet until early August. corixids became

important in ear'ly July, and dominant in early August.

ii) In exposed rubble environment fish eggs dominated the diet from
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Fijure 14: Diet, by mouth-size, of river darter caught in

lake environments during early August.
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Figure 15: Diet of large river darter caught in lake

environments throughout 1969. Large river darter include

classes of mouth-size 4-6.
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late l'îay to early August. In June they urere virtually the only food

taken by'large river darter in this environment. In late |\4ay midge

larvae were also important, whiìe mayfly nymphs were important in early

July and early August. By early August caddis larvae became important

in the diet, and they dominated it in September. Fish and, to a lesser

extent, molluscs were a'lso important in the diet in September.

LOGPERCH: The occumence of this species in the river during

1969 was primarily restricted to some aggregations in the lower reaches

in late May. They were found in current and non-current environments,

but only a sample from non-current at one station was availabte. The

diet of those fish was dominated by fish (sma11 iarvae), while

ephemeriid nymphs were also important. Unfortunately, information on

the diet of logperch in the lake is also limited, because of poor catches

of this species throughotrt 1969.

Fig. l6 shows the diet, by mouth-size, in early August, and illus-
trates the fol'lowi ng poi nts :

i) In both protected pebble-rubble and exposed rubble environments

class 3, the smallest caught, fed exclusively on small crustaceans.

ii) In protected pebble-rubble environment ìarger fish concentrated on

mayfly nymphs, but also fed heavily on amphipods and, perhaps, fish eggs.

iii) In exposed rubble environment the diet of larger logperch was

dominated by midge 'larvae 
o al though fish eggs were also 'important.

seasonal variation in the diet of large logperch, of classes 4-6,

is shown Ín Fig. 17. The following trends are evident:

i) In protected pebble-rubble environment fish eggs dominated the diet

in June and cont'inued to be important in early Ju1y. From June to early
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Figure l6: Diet, by mouth-size, of logperch caught in lake

environments during early August.
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Figure l7: Diet of large logperch caught.in lake environ-

ments throughout 1969. Large logperch include classes of

mouth-si ze 4-6.
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August, amphipods contributed heavily to the diet, but during the

latter period mayfly nymphs became the dominant food item.

ii) In exposed rubble environment fish eggs were virtually the only

food in June. By earìy August midge larvae dominated the dietn although

fish eggs continued to be important. In September large ìogperch ate

predominately molluscs, although caddis larvae and mayfly nymphs also

contributed heavilty to the dietr.

The degree of simjlarity in the fooi of different species of

darters collected at the same time and in the same environment can now

be investìgated

A coefficient of percentage similarity (l,Jhittaker and Fairbanks,

1958) was calculated for the diet of pairs of coexis-uing species. The

coefficient was calculated from the formula: Cps = 100 - .S{(al- bi)

={min (ai, bi), where a. is the percentage of the diet of species a

which is made up of category i, and b.,, is the percentage of the diet

of species b which is made up of category i. Calcujation was based on

percent-contribution, by weight, of each category to the diet. it was

app'lied to the diet of (i) the smallest class of mouth size caught

(1 for johnny darter and lowa darter;2 for river darter; 3 for logperch),

and (ii) large fish (as previc'.rs1y defined) , where significant rrumbers

of tv¡o species v{ere collected in the same environment at the same time.

The availability of a sufficiently large sample to allow analysis of

diet was. considered to be a satisfactory indication that a significant

number of fi sh were present.

The smallest river darter, Ior^/a darter and 'logperch taken 'in the

lake during ear'ly August were shown to favour small crustaceans,
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regardless of environment. In exposed rubble coeffic'ients of percentage

similarity were lowa darter - river darter 62, Iowa darter - ìogperch

54, and river darter - logperch 9ì, reflecting the d'ivergence of

Iowa darter to midge 'larvae as a secondary food.

In river environments in '|969, the presence of aggregations of

mature logperch in the lower reaches in late May provided the only

instance in which johnny darter occurred with significant numbers of

another species. The food of large logperch and johnny darter in

non-current was only slightly similar (Cps = 23).

In the lake, considerable overlap in the djstribution of large

darters occurred throughout the year. Fig. IB shows when and where

significant numbers of each species occurred, and gives coefficients

of percentage similarity for each pair of coesisting species. Ranking

degrees of similarity into sfight (Cps = 0-33), moderate (Cps = 34-66)

and great (Cps = 67-100), permits the following interpretatjon.

Or'ùiy five of the 34 coeffÍcients calculated indicated great similarity

in the diet of two species occuruing together. In eariy May, in

protected pebble-rubbìe, Iowa darter and johnny darter had diets

consisting almost entirely of midge larvae. Sharing of fish eggs

produced great similarity in the diet of Iowa darter, river darter and

logperch in exposed rubble in June, and of lowa darter and river darter

in protected pebble-rubble in July. In general, the diet of logperch,

being the most heterogeneous, showed the greatest amount of similarity

to that of the other species. 0n the other hand, the food of johnny

darter, because it was always dominated by m'idge larvae, was only

sìight'ly similar to the food of the other spec'ies in most cases.
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Figure 1B: Similarity in food of different species of

darters collected together in the lake throughout '1969.

For each period and environment those species are shown of

which sufficient numbers of large individuals were collected

to allow analysis of food. For each pair of species shown

togethero the coefficient of percentage similarity.of food is

given in the appropriate square. Blank squares indicate

slight similarity, stippled squares moderate simi'larity, and

shaded squares great similarity

J. D. johnny darter

I.D. Iowa darter

R. D. river darter

L. 1 ogperch
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VI. DISCUSSION

i) THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF THE FOUR SPECIES IN DIFFTRENT

ENVI RONMENTS

In the broadest.sense, the waters of the study area may be

divided into the onshore zone of the lake, the offshore zone of the

lake, and the river. The onshore zone has been divided into four

basic environments with a residue of intermediate situations. The

river has been divided into three basic environments, again with a

residue of intermediate situations. It must be stressed that the

boundaries of both the broad zones and the basic environments are

rarely clear. This problem appears to apply to freshwater environ-

ments general'ly. Larkin (.l956) noted the "vague demarcatíon of

ecological zones in freshwater environments".

Both the distribution of sexual'ly mature darters during the

reproductive season and the initial distribution of the larvae were

necessarily related to spawning. Aggregations of sexual'ly mature

river darter and logperch in the lower reaches of the river during

June, .|968 
and late May, .|969 

were evidentTy part of a spavrn'ing

migration from the lake. The distribution of sexually mature river

darter in the'lake during that time indicated that stony shores,

particularìy at Stony Point (station L 15), also constituted important

spawn'ing environment for that species. Whereas on stony shores

generally the interstices between rubble-sized stones were filled
with coarse pebb'le, at Stony Point they were filled with coarse sand

to fine pebbìe, which was probab'ly ìdeal'ly suited for egg-deposition.

The behavjour of river darter is probably similar to that of logperch,
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blackside darter Per.cila maculata, and channel darter P. copelandi,

in whtch the spawning partners partial]y bury themselves in sand or

gravel' so that the fertiiized eggs become covered with the substrate

(winn, l95Bb). Reproductive migrations of logperch from lakes to

inlet and outlet streams have been described by Fish (1932) and lnlinn

(1958b). Trautman (.l95i) suggested that river darter caught in

streams in spring were upstream migrants.

l^linn (1958b) stated that johnny darter spawned in both rivers

and lakes, wherever suitable substrate for egg deposition on the

undersides of stones was available. Holever, comparatively few ripe

iohnny darter were found in the 'lake 'in spring,and throughout the

year few iohnny darter were caught along the eastern shore, which

has no trîbutaries. This suggests that almost all breeding by this

species in the study area took place in the rivers.

l^linn (1958a) observed lowa darter spawning in lakes and the

lower reaches of inlet streams, almost always on fibrous root

material or organic detritus. In the study area a major segment of

the population evidentiy bred in:'plant-cover in the lake. some Iowa

darter may also move just inside the mouth of the valley R. or into

other streams and spawn.

' Because larval darter in the'first few weeks after hatchinq were

not vulnerable to seining, and were not caught by other methods,

their distribution can only be inferred from: (i) the distribution

of the sma'llest darters caught by seining, (ii) the behaviour of

larvae reared 'in the 'laboratory, and (iii ) the f indings of other

workers. The newly hatched larvae of all four species were 5-6.5 mm
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in length, but only johnny darter and lowa darter were caught by

seining in the late larval stage, at a length of 12-lb mm. In the

laboratory neither species altered its behaviour before reaching

the'length at which it was taken by seining, suggesting that the

distribution of 'larvae was simi'rar to that of young-of-the-year

caught by seining. It thus appears that in the study area ìarval

iohnny darter are bottom-dwellers occurring predominateìy in non-

cument environment in the river and, to a lesser extent, in
onshore environments in the lake. Fish (.|932) caught larval
johnny darter down to 5.5 mm in length a'long the bottom near shore

in Lake EriE. Larval lowa darter probably swim about by day, but

remain in onshore environments, often near the hatching site. The

smallest logperch caught in 1969 were well-developed post-larvae

exceeding 32 mm taken in the lake. coupled with the behaviour or

larvae in the laboratory, where they swam a]most continuous'ly near

the surface, this supports the findings of Fish (1932) and Faber

(pers. comm. ) Úrat larval logperch are pe]agic in lakes. Literature

concerning larval river darter is lacking, but, 
_like the logperch,

this species was aìso captured only in the post-larval stage

(exceeding 23 mm) and swam almost continuously near the surface in

the laboratory. Laryal river darter thus also appear to be pelagic

in'1. Dauphin. By swimming off the bottom, most river darter and

logperch hatched in the va1ley R. probabty move actively, andlor

are carried, to the lake soon after emerging from the substrate.

Petravicz (1938) observed larval blackside darter, a stream dweiling

specìes of Pércina, snimming at the surface in pools for the first
three weeks after hatching and then settring to the bottom.
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Faber (1967) believed that the pelagjc habÍt of the larvae of

some fishes was a mechanism for dispersal from the spawning areas.

Larval river darter and logperch appeared to disperse in this way

throughout L. Dauphin from their spawning areas in the lower river

and on the more suitable stony shores. Mjura (Ms 1962) found that

larvae of species which remained near a lakeshore nevertheless also

migrated along.the shoreline. Northcote (t967) stated that some

cyprinids disperse to parts of lakes other than the pelagic zone

after hatching. It appears that the non-pelagic larvae of johnny

darter and Iowa darter also disperse at least to some extent from

their areas of hatching in the study area. Specifica'ily, this

could account for the abundance of 'late-ìarval and post-larval lowa

darter in exposed rubb'le environment.

The distribution of age 0 and l+ johnny darter in the vaìley R.

agrees with the findings of Speare (1960) who also caught johnny

darter in all environments of â stream, while taking proportionately

fewer in riffles. In addition, this was the only species of darter

common in'both the river and lake after the reproductive season.

Trautman (1957) also remarked on the universal distr:ibution of johnny

darter in 0hio, and on its preference for quiet water when in high-

gradient streams.' The prevalence of lowa darter in plant-cover is

understandable, as lnlinn (t95Ba) found this species in winter in

"the organic debris and pìant zone" of a take, and Trautman (.|957)

found it in marshy areas a'long shore in Lake Erie. The latter
suggested that the Iowa darter was confined to "habituaìty clear

waters", but L. Dauphin's turbidity indicates that transparency does
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not limit its distribution. Trautman (1957) also provided the only

reference to the ecology of the rive'r darter, noting that it was

caught in the deeper portions of streams" Yet this was the dominant

species of age l+ darter in exposed rubble.

Non-reproduct'ive logperch have been found to occupy a variety

of env'ironments. t,rlinn (1958b) suggested that this species moved to

deeper water in rivers and lakes foltowing reproduction. Trautman

(1957) stated that in Lake Erie logperch inhabited areas r^rith sand

and/or gravel bottomo ranging from beaches to bars 30 mm in depth,

and was frequently found in aquatic vegetation. Turner (1921)

described the logperch as "the most common and widely distributed

of the whole group of darters" in Ohio, while Keast and l^lebb (teOO¡

found it confined to areas of pebbly bottom in a lake. In the study

area logperch were found in stony shore environments after the

reproductive season, but definitely absent from vegetation. Their

presence l'n offsho-re areas remai ns a poss i bi 1 i ty. They were consi der-

ably less abundant than other species of darters.

The general preference for cover over non-cover by johnny darter,

Iowa darter and logperch in environment preference experiments was

correlated with very poor catches of all species in onshore non-cover

areas in the lake in 1.968. But at the same time johnny darter in

the river were abundant in non-current areas without cover. This may

have been caused by crowding of this species in areas of cover. T1.

second inference obtained from these experiments, that the three

species did not appear to prefer one kind of cover over another,

appeared to contradict their distribution in the lake.
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Relat'ively more johnny darter and lowa darter were caught in

protected than in exposed rubble, but it may be that wave action was

more important than substrate (type of cover) in causing the difference.

The avoidance of aquatic plant beds by logperch in the field may have

been a response to local cond'itions, s'ince elsewhere this species

has been found in vegetation.

ii) F00D 0F THE FOUR SPECIES

Larkin ('1956), in reviewing food habits of freshwater fishes,

noted that "the young of most species share an ear'ly plankton diet,,.

This was substantially true in L. Dauphin for the smallest Iowa

darter, river darter and logperch. Turner (192.|) also found that
young 'logperch less than 40 mm in tength in Lake Erie fed mainly on

copepods and cladocerans. By contrast, he found that in streams both

young logperch and young johnny darter less than 2l n¡n in length had

a mixed diet of copepods and minute midge larvae. The same was true

for small johnny darter in the Va1'ley R.

Larkin (1956) indicated that freshwater fishes, being generally

not highìy specialized, ffiôy when occurring together eat the same foods,

but in different proportions. In the study area, ìarger darters of all
species took a wide range of benthic food'items. In general the diets

of different specÍes taken in the same environment at the same time

were qualitatively simiìar. But distinct differences in the proportion

of different items ensured that, as shown by coefficients of percentage

similarity, their diets were in most cases quantitatively on'ly slightly
or moderately similar. Situations in which diets of coexisting species

were great'ly similar arose from the sharing of midge larvae or eggs
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early in the year.

Di fferent species , particu]ari'ly if unrer ated, may become

specialized towards taking diffàrent foods as they assume adult form

and behaviour. Miura (MS 1962) described divergence in food habits

of minnouìfs' suckers and scuipins after development from the larval

form. Keast and lnlebb (1966) suggested that the dissimilar morphology

of adults of unrelated species predisposed them to taking different
foods. The logperch, possessing a bony snout, frequently uses it to
push over smal'l stones in search of food. This behaviour has been

observed by l^Jinn (19s3), Keast and hlebb (.|966) and mysel f . But in
L. Dauphin the diet of'large logperch was generally more heterogeneous

than that of the other species. Apparently the stone-turning habit
of the logperch does not predispose it to feeding on particu'lar

kinds of benthic organisms. various authors (Dobie, 1959: Keast

and l^Jebb , 1966; Mu1ìan, Applegate and Rainwater, l96g; Turner 1gZ1)

have examined the diet of adult logperch, and rurner has also

described the diet of adult johnny darter. Midge larvae, other

insect larvae and amphipods, in varying proportions, were the main

foods taken.

iii) HOl^l THE F0UR SPECIES CAN OCCUR TOGETHER

In ecological literature a cornpetitive exclusion principie

has been advanced which states in effect that two species whose way

of life is similar cannot survive together. It was well stated by

crombie (194i): "...species wìth identica'l needs and habits cannot

survive Ín the same place if they compete for lirnited resources--

at least if their needs and habits remain identical',. Darwin (lB5g)
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recognized that c'lose'ly related species are more likely to have similar

needs and hai¡its than unrelated species. Thus the sympatric occurrence

of closeiy re'lated, even congeneric species in various taxonomic

groups has posed a problem which has been widely investigated (for

example, Beauchamp and Ullyott, 1932 for triclads; Lack, '1946 for

birds; Bovbjerg, 1952 for. crayfish; Dumas, 1956 for salamanders;

Damman, l96l for snakes; Miller .|967 for gophers). Considerable

attention has also been focused on coexistingo closely related species

of freshwater fishes (for example, Northcote, 1954 for scuìpins;

Nilsson, 1958 for coregonids; Gee and Northcote, .l963 for dace).

The four species of darters present in the study area showed

major differences in their distribution by environment, even though

differences related to type of cover would not have been predjcted

from the results of preference experiments. The diets of species

occuming together in the same environment at the same time were

usual'ly only slightly or moderately similar. Exceptions which

occumed ear'ly in the year when two or more species in lake environ-

rnents concentrated on midge larvae or fish eggs may have been s'igns

of a supply temporarily in excess of demand for those items. Both

divergence by diet and by environment inhabited may be an indication

of the 'unwillingness' of the four species to enter into competition

for food resources. As suggested by Larkin (1956), spatial separation,

or separation by environment, achieves the same result as a difference

in diet. That author also emphasized the plasticity of fishes in all

aspects of theìr ecology, which allows them to make various adjustments

in potentia'lly competitive situations.
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In conclusion, these fishes were to a great extent found ín

dtfferent env'i.ronments, but often occurred together. In such

potentially competitive situations they usually favoured different

food items. These features are part of diverse and flexible ways

of life which have allowed the four species of darters to survive

together in the L. Dauphin Watershed.
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Appendix 1: PATTERN 0F SA¡4PLING AND THE ABUNDANCE 0F DARTERS IN

DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS IN ì968

Stations visited and environnents sampled during each 1968

collection period are shown in Table l. Alr sampling was of the

incompìete type.





Tíme of Year
Station June 10-12 July B-11 Aug. 10-14

L2
. 16

L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
t 13 6,7
LL4
L15 5

L16
LL7 3

3,416 31416
5

5, .7
314

214
Lr4

6

5, 7 5

5

11314 Lr4
3

5

5, 7

314
7

2,4,5
Lr4

5, 7

5

Lr4

R 1 1_5 15 t2, 15 t5
R2 g, 12 grL2 g g, 11, 1_4

R 3 L4 L4 11, L4 11, L4

R. 4 9, 1l_ g, L4 g , 12, 13 g, 11, 13

R 5 g, 13 g, 13 g, 11, 13 g, 1.2, L3

R 6 g, g, 1_5 g, L4 B, 11, 15, 16 g, 1.1-, L4, L6

R 7 9, 1_1 grLL, L4, L6 g, 11, L4 g, 11, 14

R8 9,L2 L2

R9 819115 grgrL2 grg,11,L4
R12 L4 13

R 1-4 g, L6 g, 15, 16

Rl_5 g,g,L5 g,g,r2, 15
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. Determination of 'basic' enyironments for '1969 sampling was based

on results of collections made in August and September, 1968. During

those periods, ôge 0 and older fishes of all four species were caught

in the lake. Certain envinonmental features appeared to influence the

abundance of one or more specÍes. These were:

i) The presence or absence of cover for small fishes. (Cover could be

provided by stones or aquatic ptants.)

ii) The presence of aquatíc plant beds.

iii) Protection from, or exposure to, wave action.

iv) A substrate which is mainly granitic rubble, or a mixture of

pebb'le and rubbl e, composed mai nly of 'l imestone fragments .

The features described'in (iii) and (iv) are strongly correlated,

as the majority of protected shores have a substrate of limestone

fragments, while the majority of exposed shores have a substrate of

granitic rubble. Since this correlation is not evident in some areas,

stony shores may be separated in either way. It is then found that

differences in species-composition between types of stony shore environ-

ments are clearest if they are separated according to degree of exposure

to wave action, rather than according to type of substrate.

In Table 2, the numbers of age 0 and l+ fishes of each species

caught in four kinds of environment, based on the features described,

are given. It is apparent that:

i ) Very few darters of any species were taken in areas without cover,

despite the very large total area sampled.

ii) Beds of aquatic plants were inhabited almost entireìy by age 0 Iowa

darter.



Table 2: Numbers of darters caught Ín four kínds of lake environments

in August and September, L968.

Environment

I,rlithout cover LO26

llith aquatic plants 157

Protected stony
shores 2OO

Exposed stoney
shores 586

Age: 0 1+
Johnny d.

35
4

1_3

L6

115

94

L9

River d.
01+

226432
155

27

59 39

33 L6

1_5

rct
1+

L04 98

29 L7

13 25

x
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iii) Johnny darter and lowa darter were

on protected stony shores.

iv) River darter were the most abundant

v) There was considerable overlap of the

part'icularily on protected stony shores.

the most abundant species

species on exposed stony shores.

four species on stony shores,

In the river, johnny darter were caught at all stations during each

collection period. In August and September, 
.|968, 

they were more

prevaìent in non-current ( 3.18/m2--37 incomplete samples) than in current

environment (2 .os/n2--13 incomplete samples). DurÍng the same period,

proportionally more age 0 johnny darter were caught in shattow than in

deep non-current environments; the ratios of age 0 to age'l+ fish was

rough'ly 2:l (530 : ZBZ-20 samples) for deep, roughly 4:l (763 : t9l-16

samples) for shalìow areas sampled. Other environmental features had

no obvious effect on the abundance of johnny darter in the river.

The other species were less abundant and more restricted in their
distribution in the river. Iowa darter were scarce throughout 1968,

with a total of four taken in all sampring. River darter and logperch

were both present, and their distribution and abundance in the river
fluctuated seasonally. very few individuals of either species were

caught in August and September.
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Appendix 2: PATTERN 0F SAMPLING DURING 1969

Statîons visited and environments sampled in each collection
period are given in Table 3 fdr the lake, and Table 4 for the river.
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TabLe 3: Patrern of sampling in the lake during Lg69, showing
statÍons visîted and envÍronments sampled during the six
collection periods.

Environments sampled are given number codes as follows:
tbasÍct environments 1_ plant cover

2 proËected pebble-rubble
3 exposed rubble

other 4 exposed pebble_rubble

underlíning denotes complete sampling is included. AsterÍks
denote that fewer than Ëhe customary three complete samples
were taken.



Station

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L13
LL4
L15
LL6
LL7

Ifay 5-8
(early May)

2, 3*

y zb-
(l-ate May) (June)

9T

213

June 16-

s
4

1*

Lr2

2

l.

(early July)

¡.

1

2'3

_9.

!

3.

214

(earl-y Aug.)
v

1

2,

1,

I
t-

å
3

_3.

2,

1

3

¿
1,

2

-9.

L' 2

¿
214

3

2

( Septenrber)

3

1'rt a

z
1, 2

1

I
3

I

2

t
t_

¿
i, 2
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Table 4: Pattern of sampling in the ríver durÍng L969, showing

stations vÍsited and environments sampled durÍ-ng the síx
collectíon perÍ.ods.

EnvíronmenËs sampled are given number codes, as fo1_lows:

rbasicr environments l- current
2 shal-l-ovr non-current

3 deep non-current

other 4 non-current (any depth)

Underlining denotes complete sampling is included. Asteriks
denoÈe thaË fewer than the cusÈomary Ëhree complete samples

were taken.



Station

R1
R2
R3
R4
R6
R7
R9
R10

R11

R12

R13

R15

May 5-B
(early May)

4

!f å*, 4

3*' 4

!o' 4

!o' 4

!*'Z*, 3*'4
l-

114
Lr4
Lr4
4

L,21 3

May 26-28
(1-4te May)

4

!o' 4

4

!*, 4

!*' 4

4

June 16-19
(June)

4

1o, 4

4

!*'
Lr4
rr21314
114
4

Lr4

July 7-9
(early July)

Lr4

114

4

1, 4

4

rr4

July 27-Aug.4
(early Aug.)

L, 2, 3,

4

L, 2, !
4

L'4

SepË. l-8-20
( Sep temb er)

Lr21314

l-' 4

4

Lr4
4

lr'4
114
Lr21314

Lr4

L,2,3
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APPendix 3: LENGTH.FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND AGE DETERMINATION

To determine the age of darters, separate length-frequency

histograms were constructed for fishes caught in the lake and the

river during each collection period in 1968 and r969. where

fewer than 30 fish were available the histograms were regarded as

useless for age determination. It was expected that, for any

specÍes, growth rates in the river and the lake would be different.

However,.a survey of al'l tength-frequency distributions showed that

virtually all Iowa darter, river darter and logperch spent at least

their first summer Ín the .|ake, 
whi'le a disproportionateìy small

number of johnny darter caught in the 'lake were young-of-the-year.

To simplify the anaìysis, the separation of age crasses for each

period was based either on the fish caught in the lakeo or those

caught in the river, whichever were greater in number.
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Table 5: Length-frequency tables for johnny darËer. NoËe

that classes over 44-45 rm have been combined.

L Lake

R river

age 2*

age 1*

age 1

age 0 (no underlining)
age groups not separated

This legend appl_ies to Tables 5-8.



Date

L Aug"
1968.

L Sept.
L968 "

L June

- 1969 "

L July
L969.

L Aug.
1969 .

L SepË.
1969.

R June
1968.

R July
1968.

R Aug.
1968.

R Sept.
1968.

L2-
13

L4-
15

16-
L7

l_8-
19

20-
2T

22-
23

6- 28-
27

uenc
30- 32- 34- 36-

Present buË not measured

23 87

t-0

2L

3

1__ __1_ _Z__1__ 2___22_

É.__1å_ /10_ _4!__L0!._89_109._8s _ 26_ _62_ /+0__ å1_

L2 45 49 5s 6L s9 63 42 43 20 32

38
39

L20 L43

98 L7360

L6

2:8 7 5 L3 I

40- 42- 44- 46-

L20 L32 77

L42 L23 l_00

L6

L4

1,32

24

35

24

25

70

33

34

å_

I

35

33

25

4L

27

25

39

37

Continued on next page.

43

64

47

48

4B

53 42

56

L26



Tabl-e 5 contd.

Date

R Early
I'Iay L969.

R LaËe
l{ay L969.

R June
L969

R July
1969.

R Late
July 1969.

R Sept.
L969.

L3 L5 L7 L9 21, 23 25 27 29 3L 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 7r

s _ _8_ _ rB_ _1q _ _e_ _1! _ _B_ _ _q. _ !7_ _19 _ L2_ _ e _ _6_ _22

27

t_J9__ 10__3s _ 25__sZ_ s8_ _42_26__2!___8__ l_ __4_

L7

37

1_ 3 r_L L9 15 2L 31 22 4L 26 25 22 29

20155

6L 57 6765

4 1rO, 15 L2 X9 Zt-' 22 28

4L 30 32 2L L9 26 28 46

L4

36

15

38 66

xx



Tabl-e 6: Length-frequency tabl-es for lowa darter.

L June
L968 "

L July
1968.

L Aug.
L968.

L Sepr.
1968.

L Early
May 1969.

L Late
May 1969.

L June
7969 .

L Early
Jul-y 1969.

L Late
July 1969 "

L Sept.
L969.

Note that classes over 44-45 urn have been corbined.

11 27 38 26 15

2rr.7424711

1 t ^ ? q 17 0 1/,r J- z_ __J_

1_6 11_

59

391_333263231 86

387

2 _ _19 _ ¿ _ _8__ r0__5_ _ !_ _t__ _ 1 _ _2_

z _ _L_ _ ÅL_ _Lg sl_ _3Å _ Z9__1! _ ! _ _6_ _ z _ _rg_

z__8__!4_ Jg__ re__13._¿__3__ 3 __s_

326

10

2L2 LLz 72 20 I

z _ _6__ Å8_ _2L JZ_ s8_ JZ _ 20_ _42 _ t+L_ _!z _g _ _s_ _ z __s_ _

20 20 L4

L4

15

313

13 22 L6 11 t_0

xx



Table 7: Length-frequency tables for river darter.
as have cl-asses above 56-57 rnm"

DaËe

L Jr¡ne
L968.

L July
1968.

L Aug.
1968.

L Sept.
19 68.

L May
L969 

"

L June
1969.

L July
L969.

Frequencv

25 27 29 3t- 33 35 37 39 4t 43 45 47 49 5L 53 5s 57 7L

1-0

1

Note that classes under 26-27 mm have been combíned,

I r.'t.
July 1969.1

L Sept.
]-969 .

R June
1968

L4 36 33

L4

2

30

l_

11

t_5

27 22

t0

I _ _e_ _ ls_ _49 _ 4s_ _s¿ _ L5_ _L2. _å _ _19 _ t+L_ _4L _ Z8_ _3L

36 49

_2_ _ /' _ _1_ _ L7_ _1-r- _ !6_ _1¿ _

84183434L7s6

48 52

13

l_6

15 15

22

19

11

11

13

28

32

43

19

32

3L

47

T6

48

t0

2L 13

L4

X
X
J.\

,¡



Table 8: Length-frequency tabl-es for J-ogperch. Note that classes under 46-47 nm have been combÍned

Ín groups oi forrr, and classes over 7O-7L rmn have been Lumped.

Date

L'June
1968.

L July
1968"

L Aug.
1968.

L July
L969 

"

L LaËe
July 1-969.

R June
19 68.

R July
1968.

R May
1969.

Fr.qne
- 58- 60- 62- 64- 66- 68- 70- 72-

27 35 43 45 57 49 51- s3 55 s7

r_ _ _1

L2

L9

961636567697L95

3__g_ 1_ _L__19_e _ 7__l__Lz_

1.2145L

L2

Lt_ I L2 74

L7

11

Xx
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APPENdiX 4: VARIATION AIVIONG STATIONS IN THE DENSITIES OF DARTERS IN

EARLY AUGUST, ]969

The amount of variation occuring among stations in the density of
a particular species and age group, in a given environment, was assessed

by examinÌng range and standard deviation about the mean. In addition,

a coefficient of variation was computed. The coefficient was not useful

at very low densities, where frequent samples without a darter almost

invariably produced vaìues of about r.7. Thus the coefficient of
variation was arbitrarily considered as meaningless if none of the

densities from which it was calculated exceeded 0.14 fish/m2. For

densities obtained during early August, 1969, the above mentioned

measures are given in Tab'le 9"

A coefficient of variation exceeding 0.5 can be arbitrarily
considered hígh. A survey of the (meaningful) coefficients listed in
Table 9 shows that for 12 of l3 mean densities, variation among stations

within any environment was hiqh"
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Table 9: Mean densíties and varÍation among stations for
basic environments sampled during earl_y August, 1969.

coeffícíents of variation based on a set of three densítÍes
of which none exceeded 0 .I4 físn.rZ ,t" not shown. The

means for each envíronment $rere obtained from densíties
aË three staËions. "

CV = CoefficÍent of variaËÍon = åx



Environment SpecÍes Age Range Mean
Standard
Deviation cv

LAKE:

Plant-cover

Prot.ected
pebble-rubbl-e

Exposed
rubble

RÏVER:

Current

Shal-low

non-current

Deep

non-current

Johnny d.

Iowa d.

Ríver d.

Johnny d.

Iowa. d.

Ríver d.

Logperch

Johnny d.

Iowa d.

River d.

Logperch

Johnny d.

Johnny d.

Johnny d.

Logperch

o-.08
0-.05

3.6L-6.I
0-.1
0-.03

0-.09

.06-.92

.09-.34
0-. 75

0-.02
0-.23
0-.09

.05-. 11

o-.02

.L7 -L.92
0-.03
0-..02

.03-.38

0- .05

0-1.54

.r4 -.98

0

1+

0

1+

0

0

L+

0

1+

0

1+

0

1+

l_+

0

1+

0

1+

1+

.03

,02

4 .81

.03

.01_

.04

.44

.L7

.25

.01

.13

.03

.07

.01

.89

.01

.01

.18

.02

.55

"59

.05

.03

L.74

.o6

.02

.05

.44

.L4

.43

.01-

.L2

.05

.03

.01

.92

,02

.01_

. l_8

.03

.86

.42

.36

"99
.83

L,73

;9L

1.03

1_.0

1. 58

.7L

.77

"87

1.04

.7

0

1+

0

1+

0

1+
'1+

2.33

.88

L.34

r.22
.02

1. 80

.76

1.39

.7r

.04

.44-4.02

.43-L.7 6

0-2.77

.49-2.L8

0- .06
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Appendix 5: RATIOS 0F NUMBERS 0F DARTERS CAUGHT IN LAKE ENVIRON-

MENTS THROUGHOUT I969, AND CHI-SQUARE VALUES OBTAINED IN COMPARING

THESE RATIOS

Numbers shown in Tabl. to *".. obtained from both complete and

incomplete samples, but incomplete sampìes in which some darters had

been discarded were not included.
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Table lQ: Numbers of darters caught in three lake envÍronments
throughout L969. For early August, numbers of age 0 and l*
darters are given separaËely, in that order.

s stations A "r.r-*2 pc plant-cover environment

ppr protected pebble-rubble er exposed rubble

Environ- No. No. Núrnber câúght cif edch speciesDate menË S A J.D" LD" . R.D" L.

Early pc L 13
May

lprIs723894er4Lg3108
Late pc L 26 24. May"pprL376194

er310061323

June pc 2 Lzh L2 6g

ppr 3 L96 37 40 IO2 L7

er 3 277 20 L7Z 3

Early pc 2 LLB 7 L4
July

ppr 3 208 52 57 139 24

eï 4 310 2 21 zLz

Early pc 6 254 OlL 724/6 LlO
Aus.-e- ppr 6 zLI 22/69 LL5/52 L/L3 3/L2

er 6 4B]- zl8 rB7 lL 9/42 4/7

Sept. pc 3 92 206

ppr 3 189 22 115 I 3

er31804496011

T4
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Tabl-e 11: IndívÍdual and total chi-square values obtained
for comparÍsons of the ratios of numbers of darters in
pairs of enviroûnents. IndivÍdual chi-square values which

appear to contribuËe heavily Ëo total chi-square are

underlined, and the environmenË ín whÍch Ëhe species
concerned uras relatively more abundant is shown. A dash

indicates that the species was caught in neither environmenË

(ín which case chi-square wäs calculated f.or a 2 x 3

contingency table)

*2 indÍvidual chÍ-square
x2 totaL chi-square
+ more than 207" of. expected values 5

critical X2 f.or 2 x 4 contÍngency ËabIe

at 57" level o'l significangs= 7.8
aE L7. level of significance = 11.3

for 2 x 3 contingency table,
at 57' level- of significance = 6.0

at L7" level of 
.sígnificance = 9.2

pc plant-cover environment

ppr protected pebble-rubble environment

er exposed rubble environment



*2'for each species
Date Environments J.D. I.D. R.D. L. x2

Early
May

Late
May

June

Early
July

Early
Aug.

Age 0

Age 1*

Sept.

ppr vs er

pPr vs er

pc vs ppr
pc vs er

ppr vs er

pc vs ppr

Pc vs er
ppr vs er

Pc vs Ppr

PC VS er

ppr vs'er

pc vs ppr

Pc vs er
ppr vs er

pPr vs er

1.5

23.6ppr

60.6pc

2J_þ" ee:þ"
37.Oppr 6.5ppr

91:lp" 46:1p"

39.4ppr 11.9ppr

114.6ppr 1.4

3.1 0. B

22.Zppr 0 .5

2.2 Ø"
0 38.2pc

L2.3ppr 19.4ppt

1-6 . 5ppr 18 .8ppr

29 .5er 34+

13.6er 1.3 39

4L.7ppr 6 .8 110

70.5er 1.3 200+

18.3er 9 .8ppr 7l-

19.Oer L27+

10.7ppr 90!.e",
9.9

3.5

0.3

0.5

2.6 L6.7pc l0.Bppr 1.8 32

27 .0er 13.8er

0.4

0.6

5.0

62.4er

65.4er

;

0.6

0.9

0.7

5.6

L26+

44

24+

7.7+

44+

94

106
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Appendix 6: NUMBERS 0F DARTERS cH0OsINc EACH ENVIRONMENT IN

ENVIRONMENT PRIFERENCE EXPERIMENTS
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Table l-2: Numbers of darËers choosing each envíronment in
environmenË preference experiments. For each test
(ÍndivÍdual experiment) the ratio of fish choosing each

environment while sampling without replacement, and (íf
addÍtional samplÍng with repl_acement was necessary) the
final rat,ios of chóices, are gÍven. preference for an

environment is indicated by an asterík after Ëhe number

of choices for that environment.

Environments: (a) non-cover
(b) p1-anË-cover

(c) pebble-borrom

. (d) rubble borrom

s.hr.r. sampling withouË replacemenË

n near end of aquarÍum

f far end of aquarium



Aquârium
Environments
n vs .f Species

RaÈio s .w. f Final ratio
Age n:f n:f

(d)vs (a)

(d)vs (c)

(d)vs (b)

(c)vs) a)

Johnny d.

Iowa d.

River d.

Logperch

Johnny d.

Ior¿a d.

River d.

Logperch

Johnny d.

Ior¿a d.

River d.

Logperch

Johnny d.

ïowa d.

722
7:2

3:5
624

10:4
0:7*

6:0
9*: l-

1:0
723

5¿2
425

6t7
7zL9

6:1
724

1:0
6-.5

324
6:5

1:9*
626

4t3
7 r,4

0:1
7*:0

422
5:5

]-z9
6¿L7

11*:2
LLx:2

B: l-1
22x26

'::10

t::'
8: l-0

19:11

L4z9
626

10: 28*

9*: l-
11:8

726
626

9 zL4
6-.6

24x27
28tL3

'ï:'

L7xz4
626

11: 19

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
l-+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
1+

0
l_+

0
1+

River d.
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Table 12 contfd.

Environments
Aquarium n vs f Spêcles Age

Ratio s.ú.f . Fínal ratio
.n:.f n:f

(c) vs (a)

(c)vs(b)

(a)vs (b)

Logperch 0
1+

Johnny d.0
1+

Iowa d. 0
1+

RÍver d. 0
1+

Logperch 0
1+

Johnny d.0
1+

Iowa d. 0
1+

River d.

Logperch

0
1+

0
1+

4:0
7*:0

22xt6
4|4

3¿4
6:5

4:8
6z2O

3:3
227

Oz2
0: 7*

0: 7*
0: 7*

3: 10
6z2I

0t4
1:9*

'ï:'

8: 10

9 zL4
626

7 z24x
6t22x

8: l-2
6222

11.

8226*
6t22*

0: 7*
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APPCNdiX 7: THE RELATIONSHIP BETttlEEN ÍV|OUTH-SIZE AND TOTAL LTNGTH

FOR THE FOUR SPECIES OF DARTERS.
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Figure 1: The relationship between mean mouth-size and

total length for the four species, showing division into

classes. solid dots represent means of ten measurements.

CÍrcles represent means of fewer than ten measurements
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AppeNdix B: DIURNAL VARIATION IN INTENSITY OF FEEDING
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TabLe 12: Diurnal varíation in íntensity of feeding.by large
darters caught in protected pebble-rubble environmenË in early
August. Large johnny darter and lowa darter Ínclude classes of
mouLh-sÍze 3 and 4, rÍver d.arter classes 4 anð.5, and l.ogperch

cl-ass 5. Flgures given are means, wíth the number of fÍsh examined

appearing in parentheses. For an indívidual'fÍsh, intensity of
feeding is given by:

I.{eÍght in gm of all- stomach contents

x l-00
(excepË plasites)

I,leÍght of entÍre fish

StaËion Species
Time of Dav

5 r 3Q .11:.30 . . 17: 30 23:30

L2 Johnny d"

River d".

Johnny d.

Iowa d.

River d.

Logperch

0.01 (1s) 0.78 (18) 0.31

0.05 (L2) 0.41

0.43 (14) 0.52 (L2) 1.0s
0.60 (16) t_.ls (12) 1.10

1.03 (14) l-.ls (12) 0.3s
0 .37 (10) 0.. B7 (10) 1 .39

(11) 0.6e (20)

(13) 0.47 (r2

( 7) 1.02 (13)

(11) 1.Be (13)

(10) 0.33 (13)

( 7) 0.24 (10)

LL6




